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Installation view of Interface at Patrick Mikhail Gallery

By Alisdair MacRae   /   Images courtesy Patrick Mikhail Gallery

 

 

 

 

 

Given the preponderance of information accessible online from within the comfort and safety of one’s home, dystopian ideas of isolated
individuals gorging themselves on cheap entertainment seem a ripe topic for discussion. In imagining such scenarios, museums and
galleries typically fall by the wayside, deemed too expensive in an age of austerity measures, and generally unnecessary. I will proceed
to argue otherwise.

 

During a recent symposium on curating at Carleton University that also marked the career of Diana Nemiroff, Matthew Teitlbaum (director
for the Art Gallery of Ontario) indicated that galleries and museums draw people in as a place to connect with other people. That may
seem vague, and hard to pinpoint in terms of the role of cultural institutions, but the same experience of connection will not likely present
itself when visiting a shopping mall, with individuals seeking out the better bargain and showing little or no concern for their fellow
consumers.
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It is also worth noting that in spite of the numerous social media Web sites available, and the equally varied technological gadgets by
which one gains access to these sites and some supposed sense of communal experience, Teitlbaum’s remarks suggest that people just
want to interface with people. Whether the trend results from a reaction against technologically mediated socializing, it warrants a visit to
a group exhibition of three local artists to see how it plays out.

 

Interface opened at Patrick Mikhail gallery on Friday 16 November with a healthy crowd in attendance. The show features works by
Donna Legault, Amy Schissel, and Andrew Smith, whom Mikhail had wanted to show as a group for some time in the right context. In my
mind, the exhibition title provides suitable unification. While Legault’s work operates somewhere between sculpture and new media,
Schissel and Smith mine the trajectories of abstract painting with rich results. Qualifying each artist as to the nature of the medium they
employ does their work little justice, so if one is willing to brave the distance to the gallery from downtown, it is better to simply step
inside.

Amy Schissel, Cyberfields, Panel 1 (detail), 2012

 

 

 

 

 

Large works by all of the artists immediately greet those entering the space. Schissel offers three large panels from a series of nine
entitled Cyberfields. While the roughly four-by-eight-feet panel size might sound overwhelming, the warmth and softness of the artist’s
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black, white, and grey palette owes itself to her meticulous yet expressive handiwork. On closer inspection, one notices the layers of
washes and intricate details that the artist has built up from systems of lines and concentric rings of tiny circles.

 

Appropriately enough, Schissel has found inspiration in an on-going attempt initiated by Bill Cheswick to map the Internet. Cheswick, an
American computer scientist who helped develop early concepts around Internet security, began working on the mapping project in 1998
at Bell Labs. To those unfamiliar with his efforts, it may sound far-fetched, but the outcomes can actually show the densest locations of
Internet connectivity, and as with these large works on paper, create stunning visuals with masses of fine lines intersecting at various
nodes. More than a visual evocation of the World Wide Web, Schissel’s work communicates a profound interest in how we negotiate
amongst virtual and non-virtual worlds, egging us on to consider whether or not human beings can truly interact if they have no
immediately apparent physical location, a predicament likely familiar to anyone who uses Skype. Drawing that question out further,
Schissel relies on her imagination and sense of intuition to develop her networks using acrylic, ink, charcoal, and mixed media on paper.

Amy Schissel, Cyberfields, Panel 2, 2012
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Beneath Schissel’s panels, one of Legault’s sculptural works spreads out across the floor. For Transmission, bands of metal have been
hand-wrought to replicate varying frequencies of sound travelling through an architectural space. As with Schissel’s Cyberfields, the piece
provides another low-tech approach to consider our increasingly technological understanding of the world. The work shifts subtly as one
walks around it, playing on a sense of perspective, translating audio into a visual and spatial experience as the viewer performs the
behaviour of sound waves: moving about the room according to the logic of its construction. Another of Legault’s works, Resonant
Variation, hangs on the wall looking much like a white rectangular painting. However, the surface of the panel has two smooth yet slightly
staggered openings that house video monitors. Images of wires pulsate on either screen in time to the artist’s own heartbeat, while the
piece mysteriously emits ambient field recordings set by the volume control knobs found on its side. Such blending of new media with the
analogue is both a hallmark of Legault’s work and a worthy example of the show’s theme.

 

Andrew Smith’s substantial canvases occupy the space on either side of Resonant Variation. His paintings lure viewers in with their size
and boisterous palettes, with rich swaths of acrylic and oil paint slathered onto the canvas, or applied in diaphanous washes. However,
rather than create abstraction for its own sake, Smith uses painting to query the nature of communication, allowing viewers to involve
themselves by tracing the apparent brush work and movement inherent in the paint. Such intermingling of artist and viewer experiences
lends itself to the behavioural quality of Smith’s titles, such as Holding Pattern and Feeding, part of the artist’s efforts to forge an
empathetic relation to the natural world without any help from digital means.
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Andrew Smith, Holding Pattern, 2012
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Andrew Smith, Feeding, 2012

The second room of the gallery features additional works by each of the artists. Smith offers a number of smaller pieces on plywood
entitled Interferences that show a more restricted use of colour but could serve as studies for larger works. The movement of brush and
paint has been replaced with a concentrated application of plaster, ecstatic lines, and gouges filled with bee’s wax, emphasizing the
human touch characteristic of his work.

 

For Minutiae, Legault has created an amplification system for a music box. Complete with two variably pitched speakers, the wall-
mounted piece plays a melody from a paper scroll based on comparisons of fingerprint data found online (of all places). The pattern from
the scroll has also been replicated on the wall in paper dots, presumably cast-offs from the process of punching out the holes that
activate the music box, which also appear to feed back into the enigmatic machine that produced them. Using identity as raw materials
for creating something else, the piece strikes me as a pre-Internet version of Facebook. Works from a series by Schissel entitled Earth
Systems Release incorporate mottled landscapes that have found their way into sections of the more recent Cyber Fields panels in the
front room. Although presented at somewhat smaller scales, the works convey a sense of flying high above an immense landscape that
would easily dwarf its tiny human inhabitants, if any do happen to live there. The artist admits that the Internet inspired these scenes as
well, but with less focus on representing raw data than on how the phenomena has utterly transformed our experience of the world.
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Donna Legault, Minutiae, 2012

 

 

The exhibition of these local yet remarkably accomplished artists allows us to consider how we connect with environments—both natural
and digital—and people around us. Thinking of Legault’s pieces as the object-oriented technology by which to approach the less
structured paintings in the exhibition, viewers can move back and forth amongst the works without reaching any final conclusion.
Particularly after riding on public transit out to the gallery and watching people engage more with phones and other devices than with
each other, Interface provides a much-needed means to consider the ways in which we navigate our lives.

 

 

 

Interface remains on exhibit until December 23.
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